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Since I learned of the brutal murder of Peace Corps volunteer Julia Campbell, just two 
weeks before she was scheduled to return home to begin graduate school at New York 
University, I haven't been able to stop thinking about her. 

But then, Julia always had a way of getting under your skin and staying on your mind. 

I'll never forget the day I met Julia. I was waiting in the lobby of Greenwich Time, 
uncharacteristically early for my job interview as a part-time copy editor. Julia emerged 
from the door to the newsroom looking runner-thin and, to my rural eyes, ultra 
sophisticated. With large black sunglasses pushing back her choppy short blond hair, 
wearing sexy strappy sandals and a timeless Audrey Hepburn-esque black sheath dress, 
she somehow managed to look simultaneously punky and chic. Her wide smile 
conveyed an electric kindness I've rarely come across since. 

She asked if I was there for a job interview and then she looked straight at me and 
said, "I hope you get the job." It was an unusual, possibly even foolish, thing to say. 
She didn't know anything about me, including my qualifications. But she said it with so 
much warmth I actually believed her. Over the next year and a half I would come to 
learn that the moment was quintessential Julia - defying social convention but brimming 
with sincerity and kindness. 

Julia was magnetic in a lot of ways; she could light up a room with her dazzling smile, 
and, to be completely honest, she also had the ability to split that room in half. At 24 
Julia was ambitious and hard-working, confidant and direct, sometimes thoughtful and 
sometimes tactless. Her intense energy either attracted or repelled in about equal 
measure. 

We had a lot in common - we were the youngest women working in the newsroom at 
the time, we'd both gone to high school in Virginia, and we'd both run cross-country. 
And we were both more interested in complex, issue-driven stories, the kind that are 
the hardest to tell. Truth be told, we probably both suffered from a bit of youthful 
arrogance; we were sure we could write those complicated stories, if given the chance, 
without spending years honing our municipal reporting skills; we both longed for the 
fast-paced action of a big-city newsroom; we both wanted to walk before we could 
crawl. 

I learned to treasure the mentors I found at Greenwich Time. Julia's years there were 
more contentious. 

Long before I learned of Julia's death I regretted that we never really became friends, 
only friendly colleagues. I admired her but her intensity frightened me a bit. And she 



was married. Young, pretty, stylish, driven and already married at 24 - back then all this 
made her seem unimaginably - unapproachably - glamorous to me. 

To paint Julia as an uncomplicated saint, as the "angel" so many understandably see in 
her, would be to insult the young woman I knew all those years ago, a woman who was 
passionate about uncovering big truths in all their complexity. 

This passion led Julia to pursue stories far past the limits most reporters set for 
themselves, and those extremes often tested the patience of her editors. As her 
colleague Michael Cooper of The New York Times said last week, "she was always sure 
to ring the 10th doorbell." Another former colleague mentioned that Julia's intensity 
didn't always endear her to her employers during her years in journalism, working for 
The New York Times, People magazine, Court TV, CNN and other big-name news 
outlets. 

Julia was already displaying this level of doggedness in her early 20s at Greenwich 
Time. 

I remember her sleeping in the park while researching a series on the homeless in 
Greenwich and wondering, would I ever go so far to capture an unpleasant truth? 
Would I ever be as brave as Julia? And if not, did I have the right to call myself a 
journalist? 

So many mainstream journalists today seem content to report on politics and commerce 
from the sidelines. Displaying passion of any kind - as Julia did when she was arrested 
at the Notorious B.I.G. funeral in 1997 after she asked, perhaps too "doggedly, " why 
police were using tear gas on journalists and mourners - is suspect. 

In her early 20s Julia already understood that "objectivity" can easily become a crutch 
used to prop up the powerful at the expense of the powerless. I suspect that may be 
part of the reason she turned to the direct action of working for the Peace Corps. 

Over the past few days, I've been reading the blog she wrote during her Peace Corps 
years in the Philippines and it is filled with descriptions of discomfort, illness, natural 
catastrophe and danger. It's also filled with wonder and gratitude for the Filipino people 
she knew: her students, her neighbors, her coworkers. Since I learned of her death, it 
isn't the act of brutality that ended her life that I can't stop thinking about, it's her 
actions on behalf of others. 

Back in that lobby on East Elm Street in Greenwich, we were two young women from 
similar backgrounds on parallel career paths that would diverge dramatically. 

Sixteen years later, I can't help wondering, would I ever go that far to help another 
person? Will I ever be as brave as Julia? 


